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DIGEST:

Original decision is affirmed 'ihere request
for reconsideration provides ;ao legal or
factual basis to alter conclusion that sole
source award was justified.

Fiber Materials, Inc. (F;li), requests reconsidera-
tion of our decision Fs-191318, June 8, 1978, 57 Comp.
Gen. , 78-1 CPD 422. FMI protested the award of
a subcontract by Sandia CorporatiorG (Sandia) under
Request for Quotation (RFQ) BKH/07-5583 for a "rigid-
ized but unuiensified preforra of fine-weave-pierced fa-
bric (FWPF) carbon material woven from polyacrylonitrile
(PAN) yarn." Sandia is the operating contractor fco the
Department of Energy's (DOE) Sandia Laboratories.

The contract award was made on a sole source basis
to AVCO Corporation (AVCO) notwithstanding FMIt's lower
priced offer in response to the unrestricted RFQ.

Our prior decision held that although it would have
been proper to cancel the solicitation and ITa'e a sole
source award when the sole source requirement was dis-
covered after the receipt of proposals, award to the
sole source supplier under the original RFQ was not
prejudicial to FMI since the same result would ultimately
have been attained and the solicitation did not set
forth any particular basis for award, such as price.
The thrust of FMI's request for reconsideration is a
challenge to the sole source justification.

The PWPF-PAN raatcrial was to be subjected to
materials analysis tests by Sandia "in conjunction
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with future development and design work * * * on wsapons
components that will he required to function properly
in association with the FPWP-PAN materials which the
Air Force may use in future re-entry vehicle programs."
We noted, and it has not been disputed, that only
such material furniahed by AVCO had been "flight test-
ed" and "extensively evaluated prior to heing qualified
by the Air Force on re-entry vehicle applications";
that PHI's PWPP-PAN material had not been so qualified;
and that: without that qualification, Sandia "could
not be certain that the properties of the materials
proposed by #'MI was sufficiently similar to the quali-
fied AVCO material to provide meaningful data for
Sandia's own design programs."

OCir Bid Protest Procedures, 4 C.F.R. 20.9(a)
(1978), provide in pertinent pa.'t that:

'S * * * The request for reconsideration
shall contain a detailed statement of the
factual and legal grounds upon which re-
versal or modification is deemed warranted
* * * ,'

F141 presents no new facts which lead us to alter our
original conclusion for it hat not addressed the singular
(actual basin upon which Sandia's sole source deter-
mination was made. For example1 PmI points to "initial"
assessment of acceptability by Air Force personnel for
its material "for the upcoming Mark 12-A nosetip pro-
curen.ent," as evidence of arn Air Force finding "of both
quality and production capability acceptable to that
entity." FIl also notes that a recent sale of the
FWPP-PAN material to the Los Alamos Laboratory (another
IJOE facility) indicates a MaLked discrepancy in the
procurement practices by two DOE laboratories3 and as
indicative that the policies (for competition) of "the
U. S. Government are not being uniformly adhered to."
We think these assertions, among others, miss the point.
This Office made no finciincj with respect to PTH's ahility
to manufacture aceco)table FWPF-PAN materials. We in fact
concluded that the sole source justification for the
award to AVCO for the present application would not,
in our opinion, "preclude PHI from supplying similar
materials for 'other' Sandia research or design pro-
grams." In other words, the justification for a sole
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source award was wholly dependent on the qualification
of the material byzthe Air Force (not Sandia) for the
specific re-entry vehicle appication with which Sandia
was concerned; The basis for this conclusion is suc-
cinctly summarized by Sandia in its report to this Office,
wherein it states that:

"Sandia is not procuring the material for
the Air Force and is not qualifying the
material for use by the Air Force. Sandia
is ** k (designing a fuse for a specific
re-entry vehicle) . In order to do this
Sandia must know the material properties
of the FWaPF-PAII material used by the Air
Force * * *. Only AVCO supplies this
material * * *. If Sandia did study the
FMI Material, it would not assist the Sandia
design effort * * * and would not qualify
the material for use by the Air Force."

Our oriqinal decision is affirmed.

lnuty Comptroller General
of the United States




